The Capello QUASAR corn head is the product of years of leading-edge engineering refinement
and precision craftsmanship. The trouble-free Quasar corn headers, known for low maintenance
and high-efficiency performance, have expertly harvested millions of acres over the years in more
than 80 countries around the globe. Available in nearly any row or spacing configuration possible,
both rigid and folding, the Quasar just makes sense.
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The beating heart of the Quasar is the row unit.
With decades of experience in corn fields, the
dynamics of properly harvesting corn has been
studied by Capello engineers with maximum
attention to detail. No measurement can be too
precise, no relationship is irrelevant, and no angle
or speed has been ignored. The essence of Capello
harvesting perfection is the most intricate balance
of mechanics and engineering being employed in
the row unit to create a harmony in the process of
harvesting a corn plant.

Deck plates are built with specially hardened steel and are shaped in a cold-press method to
provide optimum shape for a clean and precise picking of the ear, while maintaining the
molecular integrity of the hardened steel for extremely long wear life.

Knife rollers on all Capello row units are made from a single-piece design with 4 inches of
opposing flutes at the front followed by 4 reversible, tungsten-edged knives. A single
grease point on each roller requires grease at an unprecedented 50-hour interval.
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Properly chopped corn stalk residue has many agronomic and economic benefits. The
fodder left behind the Capello chopping row unit is uniformly sized to 2-3” pieces with
multiple crimps, cuts and angles which promote faster microbial decay of the plant
material. As the plant decays, trapped nitrogen is reabsorbed into the soil and organic
matter content of the soil structure is increased. The agronomic benefits of this are many
– improvements to water absorption, micronutrient content and overall soil structure.
Combine those benefits with the cost savings related to eliminating a stalk chopper pass
through the field, reduced tillage needs and a more uniform planting bed for the spring,
and Capello choppers pay for themselves very quickly.
The integrated Capello stalk chopper drive system creates a
natural feeding of plant material between the knife rollers and
the stalk chopper. The path of the chopping blade has been
perfectly positioned on the fore/aft axis, relative to the knife
roller. Moved forward, the plant cannot be controlled by the stalk
roller and the choppers may cause stalk “whip” which can lead to
loss of ears. Moved rearward, and large portions of stalk would
go to the ground without being chopped.
The profile of the chopper and its angle in relation to the stalk
rollers allow for the cleanest and lowest chop available, while
preventing windrowing and power loss due to over-chopping.
Chopping knives are reversible to dramatically extend wear life
and reduce replacement costs. Each row of Capello chopper can
be individually shifted out of gear, if conditions require it.
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Folding Quasar headers employ a 3-piece frame
design; a main frame section and 2 wing sections. The
hinge is a compound system that employs a
short-stroke and large-bore hydraulic cylinder in a
vertical position that moves a “horseshoe” shaped
hinge mechanism. This system eliminates the need
for a cylinder tower in the center of the machine
which means that the machine can be folded in less
time AND into a more compact position.

It’s no secret that a folding header will save you time
during road transport, save you from investing in
trailers, help you retain residual value and save you a
lot of headaches! So why do we call it our “best-kept
secret”? Because our engineers have been building
folding headers for generations. It is this type of
innovative thinking that Capello is known for, and it is
this type of experience that means you can trust us. It
is no easy task to build a folding 16 row corn header,
but Capello has been doing it very well and for longer
than anyone.
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Whether you call them points, covers, bonnets, snouts or whatever the slang is in your part of the world; Capello describes their polymer row
unit covers with just two words: INNOVATIVE and ESSENTIAL. Innovative because like any other component of the Quasar model, every design
detail and engineering decision related to the covers has been crafted by Capello engineers. Essential because Capello polymer materials with
UV-protection and color throughout the molding process, rounded edges and profiles adhering to the most advanced measurements possible
and a design that melds strength and weight-saving perfectly, the Capello brand poly has no match in the field.
Every Quasar head comes standard with full poly covers in a variety of colors. The harvesting efficiency improvements that come from perfectly
fitted and designed poly components drastically out-measures those of third-party components.
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Stalk stompers can be installed on rigid or folding frame headers to protect implement tires from stubble. Designed with longevity and durability
in mind, a spring & strut design is used to manage the travel of the stomper pad.

Optional
fender
augers
provide an active, but gentle
system to minimize losses due
to flattened or down crops.
With hydraulic speed control
from the cab, Capello fender
augers have been the most
capable solution since their
invention over 20 years ago.

Available
il bl ffor every combine
bi model and with nearly every row spacing from
20-inch to 40-inch – the Quasar is built to meet your demands. If you change
combines, the Quasar can change with you – simply change adapter plate
and connections. With a design that is simple and smart, Quasar can save
you time and money.

The first of its kind, the Quasar can be transformed into a sunflower head with a few simple
parts. Simple, efficient and convenient, the Capello Sunflower Kits are available as an active
sunflower harvesting option on any row unit. This active system includes a third sprocket with
rotating knives just above the deck plate that is turned by the motion of the gathering chain,
making it far superior to passive systems.
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MODEL
630
830
1230
1630
1236
1238

QUASAR Corn Headers with Folding Frame
Weight (lbs.) Field Width (Ō.) Transport Width (Ō.)
5610
16
10
6930
20
10
11220
30
16
15290
42
21
11550
36
18
11770
38
19
QUASAR Corn Headers with Rigid Frame
MODEL
Weight (lbs.) Field Width (Ō.)
820
4250
14
1220
7370
20
1620
9940
28
1820
11880
30
822
4400
15
1222
7480
22
1622
10280
31
1822
12100
33
230
1870
5
430
3280
10
630
4640
16
830
5720
20
1230
8450
30
1630
10780
42
636
5020
18
836
6710
24
1236
10120
36
638
5140
19
838
6820
25
1238
10340
38

Hydraulic
raulic deck plates controlled from the cab.

Chopping row unit “born” with chopping unit integrated
into the gearbox.
Fender Augers introduced.

“Uni-body” frame that is robotically welded and uses row
unit design for strength so box-frame can be eliminated.
Folding frame.

Aluminum alloy gear cases throughout machine.

Poly row dividers as standard equipment.

2-year warranty on full range. (Still Stands Alone)

Chopping row unit avaiable in full range of offering.
Note: Al l mea s ures a re a pproxi ma te a nd a re s ubject
to cha nge wi thout noti ce.
*Non-choppi ng hea ds i n a ny configura ti on a bove a re
a va i l a bl e; es ti ma te 60 l bs /row reducti on i n wei ght.

Endless possibilities.
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Designed to fit nearly any self-propelled forage harvester in the world, the Capello SPARTAN is the perfect solution for
direct-cut feed crops (greenchop). The Spartan is designed with a large, floating feed auger and 2-speed main drive gearbox
to ensure regular and continuous crop flow at high ground speeds. With low maintenance requirements and replaceable
wear surfaces, the Spartan is designed with the custom operator in mind.
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The Spartan has been used successfully in nearly any small grain application (barley, oats, triticale,
cale wheat,
wheat rice straw) and has
dominated the harvest of difficult crops like sorghum (cane), brome grass, sudan grass and other large biomass feed crops.
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The Spartan has a cutter bar that is built with efficiency, longevity and ease-of-use in mind. From expertly
crafted discs with multiple top-cap options to the quick-change blades (no wrenches needed)… the Spartan
takes on any crop with ease and keeps you harvesting instead of worrying about repeat maintenance.
When it comes to keeping you operational, the Spartan’s chopper shear protection is a revolutionary design.
Each chopper disc is protected by a precision-etched drive shaft that is designed to shear cleanly in the event
of a catastrophic collision which stops the disc but allows the remainder of the cutter bar to keep turning.
This exclusive design element in the Spartan cutter bar, combined with the modular replacement of chopper
subassemblies in less than 5 minutes, prove once more that Capello is committed to keeping you in the field.
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The blade overlap has been specifically designed
d i
d by
b Capello
ll engineers
i
for
f a clean
l
and even cut, even in the most dense and wet
products. The blades are changed with a quick-change tool – no other wrenches needed. Each disc is protected by an individual shear
spline in each disc to protect the remainder of the cutter bar in the event of a damaging impact with a field obstruction.

TYPE
SPARTAN 520
SPARTAN 610

CUTTING WIDTH (ft)
17
20

NUMBER OF DISCS
26.25
32.5

NUMBER OF BLADES
24
28

WEIGHT (lbs)
6,305
6,835
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A platform header designed to be used independent of row spacings, the Capello HELIANTHUS harvests any sunflower crop
planted in any arrangement, including solid-seed. With the distinctive feature of a hydraulic reel drive, the operator can adjust
both reel height and speed from the cab, allowing for optimum product flow even in highly varied crop heights, yields and
ground speeds. The Helianthus uses a long, narrow crop pan in front of the cutter bar to reduce shelling losses to near zero in
any conditions.
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The crop pans are at the heart
hear of the yield saving achievements of the Helianthus.
Their long, narrow shape and rugged design mean you will be bringing in bumper
crops for many years to come. The spacing and angle of the crop pan allow for a
cutting surface that is not dependent on row spacing.

Each crop pan is cleaned by every rotation.

The cutter bar is made of industry-leading components
t and
d iis operated
t d by
b a
drive gearbox that has proven itself over the long-term. The cutting system is
the ultimate compliment to the simple and elegant design of the Helianthus.
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TYPE
HELIANTHUS 7500
HELIANTHUS 9400

CUTTING WIDTH (ft)
24.5
31

TOTAL WIDTH (ft)
26.25
32.5

WEIGHT (lbs)
5,291
6,172
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The headquarters for Capello USA uses a state-of-the-art 50,000 sqft. facility in Sioux Falls, SD
to provide world class support and service. With a strong reputation for dedication to
customer service and satisfaction since 1964, Worthington Tractor Parts, Inc. is proud to be
the exclusive distributor of Capello products in North America, since 2009. Your one-stop
shop for new, used, aftermarket and rebuilt parts, Worthington Tractor Parts, Inc. is now the
only place you need to look for Capello products which are known around the world for
quality craftsmanship and value. With a growing dealer network in North America and a team
dedicated to getting the job done right the first time, every time… Wherever you are, we are.
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For more than half a century, Capello has had just one focus: Design and manufacture the
world’s leading harvesting technologies. With more than 120 million acres of corn harvested
in more than 80 countries around the globe, Capello is a name that has been trusted for
generations, and across continents, for harvest efficiency, durability and quality. With the
passion and values of a family-owned company, but the market share and drive for
continuous improvement of an industry leader, Capello is there for you. Whether it's corn,
sunflower, forage or cereals… Wherever you are, we are.
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Capello brand parts are proudly distributed by Parts Express, a sister-company to Capello USA, both divisions of
Worthington Tractor Parts, Inc. With the primary warehouse co-located to the North American Headquarters of Capello
USA in Sioux Falls, SD, the synergies just make sense. Parts Express has 4 locations across the USA, with new locations
coming soon.
Capello USA offers our customers a parts buying experience they will not find anywhere else. Real-time parts
availability data, seamless online point-of-purchase systems, interactive parts books and large buying power are just
a few of the ways that Parts Express helps to make doing business with Capello USA a breeze. Each warehouse focuses
on customer service, efficiency and accuracy. With highly-trained personnel and world class inventory control
equipment like handheld barcode scanners and auto-fulfillment software systems – if you order by 2 pm, your parts
will ship same day!
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